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Overview: Motivation

• Mass collaborations are a new means to organize large-scale 
efforts toward the production of important resources

• Wikipedia is a pioneering effort founded upon deliberative 
principles

• We need to know the range of work that sustains these efforts

• We do a grounded analysis of “Barnstars”, tokens of appreciation 
exchanged amongst Wikipedians to recognize valued work
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- categories of work beyond editing are highly valued

- this is our empirical contribution

• Examine resulting work categories to understand how work is 
organized 

- identify the class/instance pattern for articulating WikiWork

- this is our theoretical contribution
Articulation work: the work that is done to scope, divide and 
reintegrate the work of others [c.f. Strauss, 1985]

‣dividing up work

‣what to work on

‣how it relates to the work of others

‣how to combine the results

Critical for cooperative work [Schmidt & Bannon, 1992]
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Overview: Contributions

• Identify the span of valued work in Wikipedia

- categories of work beyond editing are highly valued

- this is our empirical contribution

• Examine resulting work categories to understand how work is 
organized 

- identify the class/instance pattern for articulating WikiWork

- this is our theoretical contribution

• Design implications for systems supporting mass collaboration

- reflecting work in complex cooperative arrangements

- supporting editors in taking appropriate actions
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Every registered user has their own page

User 
0.5m• “Barn-raising” metaphor

• Adopted in Wikipedia starting in 2004

• Means to recognize valuable work

• Anyone can create, customize and 
give out barnstars
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Studying valued work across Wikipedia

• Barnstars as observations

+ Widespread community practice

+ In-situ observations by community members

- Biased toward experienced observers

- Descriptions of work, but not of work practice

• Do not confuse “articulations of WikiWork” with barnstars

- Barnstars describe work, but do not articulate it; however...
‣ Barnstars articulate the work of recognizing work 

‣ Barnstars may articulate work by reifying a division of work

- We do not consider these articulating aspects of barnstars here
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Nov. 2006 Dataset 14k Barnstars
Parser

Coded 
Barnstars

Extraction

Codebook 
generation

Random sample 
of 300Random sample of 2400

Coding
• Divided into six bins
• Two coders per bin, independent coding
• Resolve conflicts through discussion
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Category % Codes Applied

Editing Work 27.8%

Social and Community 
Support Actions

24.9%

Border Patrol 11.2%

Administrative 9.3%

Collaborative Actions and 
Dispositions

8.0%

Meta-Content Work 4.2%

Undifferentiated 14.6%

Results: high-level breakdown

Direct editing work is 
NOT even the majority 

of acknowledged 
work
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Implications: Reflecting work

• Reputation systems can incentivise desired behavior

...must be grounded in what a community values

• Need reputation frameworks for complex cooperative work

- provide composable primitives for defining a reputation

- collaborative negotiation of what constitutes a reputation

- allow valuations of work to grow with the community
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Project

Template

Help

Image 

Category User 

Organizing mass collaborationsCreating a template

Applying a template
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Bots

- software agents that perform repetitive tasks

- programmed and run by editors

- a bot’s code is a static articulation of work

: bots
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- a class scopes work at its 
instantiation

Project

Class/instance pattern

[1] Viegas et al. HICSS ’07
[2] Kriplean et al. GROUP ’07
[3] Beschastnikh et al. ICWSM ’08
[4] Forte et al. HICSS ‘08

Policies

- provide a common language and strategies of 
action [1]

- widely referenced in discussions [2,3,4]

- hyperlinking fosters close loop between self-
governance and authoring activities [3]

- policies articulate future deliberative work

: policy
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into distinct spaces
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project coherence

Page deletion processes

Uni-lateral

Arduous 
deliberation

Classes

Project

Class/instance pattern

Speedy Delete

Proposed Deletion

Deletion Discussion

Admin can delete 
without discussion

Admin can delete 
if nobody objects 

after 5 days

Discussion for 5+ 
days

“Obvious”

Ambiguous

: processes

JudgementProtocol



- a class scopes work at its 
instantiation

- scopes consensus-seeking efforts 
into distinct spaces

- scale participation while maintaining 
project coherence

Page deletion processes

Instances Classes

Project

Class/instance pattern

Speedy Delete

Proposed Deletion

Deletion Discussion

{{db-g11}}

{{subst:prod}}

{{subst:afd1}}

“Obvious”

Ambiguous

: processes

Judgement



- a class scopes work at its 
instantiation

- scopes consensus-seeking efforts 
into distinct spaces

- scale participation while maintaining 
project coherence

- attract appropriate editors for 
deliberation

Project

Class/instance pattern : processes



Implications: Class / Instance

• Editors must recognize the appropriate class for a given situation

- ...but its difficult to keep abreast of the large number of processes 

• Need to support editors in classifying situations

• Normative Indexing

- leverage instantiations of classes to build predictive model for 
identifying potentially relevant classes
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